ABSTRACT: Combinatorial materials science strategies have accelerated materials development in a variety of fields, and we extend these strategies to enable structure−property mapping for light absorber materials, particularly in high order composition spaces. High throughput optical spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction are combined to identify the optical properties of Bi−V−Fe oxides, leading to the identification of Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 as a light absorber with direct band gap near 2.7 eV. The strategic combination of experimental and data analysis techniques includes automated Tauc analysis to estimate band gap energies from the high throughput spectroscopy data, providing an automated platform for identifying new optical materials.
■ INTRODUCTION
Mapping of structure−property relationships enables accelerated discovery of functional materials, particularly when the target material must meet well-defined criteria. 1 For light absorbers, a band gap energy in the visible to near-ultraviolet range is important for enabling efficient utilization of the solar spectrum, and the lack of sufficient metal oxides with a desirable band gap has motivated the application of several materials discovery strategies.
2 High-throughput (HiTp) materials theory and materials informatics efforts have made tremendous progress in advancing the understanding of structure−property relationships for a variety of applications. 1, 3 In addition to these efforts, rapid mapping of structure and property using experimental data is essential to establish robust structure−property relationships that inherently incorporate the effects of synthesis and processing parameters. 1, 4 HiTp combinatorial synthesis methods enable access to relatively unexplored higher-order (more than two elements or compositional degrees of freedom) composition spaces that are difficult to treat using computational methods due to the vast set of possible crystallographic configurations. 5 To establish composition−structure−property relationships, HiTp synthesis methods must be paired with robust structural and property characterization tools, and in the present work, we describe strategic combinations of HiTp optical spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments to identify crystal structure− band gap relationships for discovery of solar absorber materials. While the term "structure" has a variety of meanings in chemistry and materials science, it denotes the crystal structure of a solid state material in the present work.
HiTp discovery of optical materials enables important advancements in applications such as phosphors, photovoltaics, smart windows, and solar photochemistry. For solar energy applications, mapping optical properties across composition libraries has been successfully employed for the discovery and understanding of transparent conductive oxides 6 and light absorbers. 2c These combinatorial experiments can be tailored to study detailed features such as the optical effects of semiconductor doping 7 and can also characterize component and device-level optical properties of photovoltaic cells. 8 For the purposes of discovering solar light absorbers, the band gap energy is the most critical parameter, and for emerging technologies such as solar fuel generation, light absorber discovery is paramount to technology development. 2a, 9 We have recently demonstrated a HiTp instrument capable of measuring transmittance and reflectance spectra at a throughput better than 1 sample per second, 10 and in the present work, we use a similar HiTp instrument that acquires spectra in a diffuse reflectance geometry. In part 1 of this twopart series, we demonstrate an automated Tauc analysis algorithm that extracts the band gap energy from experimental Tauc patterns using constrained piecewise linear fitting. In this second part, we apply this algorithm to HiTp optical spectroscopy data on composition libraries.
In computational theory 2d,e and materials informatics approaches 11 to the discovery and understanding of optical materials, optical properties are typically related to a crystal structure with an associated composition. Likewise, experimental characterization of crystal structure is critical to understanding optical materials, and XRD is a ubiquitous technique for structural characterization. Several synchrotron experiments have been recently developed and optimized for specific library formats and types of XRD measurements, 12 including our recent XRD experiment designed for thin film libraries. 13 By solving the phase behavior of a composition library using HiTp XRD, comparison with optical characterization provides direct mapping of structure−property relationships. 14 Since the initial demonstration of water splitting with single crystal TiO 2 (band gap approximately 3.0 eV), 15 a primary materials challenge has been the discovery of metal oxides with lower band gap energy. While the optimal band gap energy depends on device configuration and is below 2 eV for many tandem light absorber architectures, 16 the identification of new light absorbers in the visible to ultraviolet range is a bottleneck in the development of photoanodes that meet a broader range of material requirements including photoelectrochemical stability and catalytic activity for the oxygen evolution reaction. In this context, we demonstrate the application of a foundational platform combining combinatorial thin film synthesis, HiTp XRD, and HiTp UV−vis measurements coupled with automated Tauc analysis for rapid identification of composition−structure−optical property relationships. While these relationships may differ from those of bulk materials due to thin-film effects such as strain and grain size, we note that solar energy technologies typically employ thinfilm light absorbers, and to promote accelerated translation from materials discovery to device implementation, 5a it is important to perform material discovery experiments using a pertinent materials format and scalable, reproducible 17 synthesis technique.
In the present work, we demonstrate the materials discovery platform with a cosputtered (Bi−V−Fe)O x continuouscomposition-spread thin film by performing UV−vis measurements on 1521 composition samples and solving the phase behavior using XRD spectra measured on 177 composition samples. The (Bi−V−Fe)O x system is of particular interest for solar fuels applications given the propensity of BiVO 4 and Fe 2 O 3 in the solar fuels literature. 2a, 18 We extract structure− band gap energy relationships for five oxide phases in the (Bi− V−Fe)O x composition space, identifying Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 as a promising solar fuels photoanode with a direct band gap near 2.7 eV.
■ EXPERIMENTAL AND DATA ANALYSIS Synthesis. The continuous composition spread of Bi, V, and Fe was synthesized by magnetron cosputtering in the presence of Ar as carrier gas from elemental sources arranged symmetrically with respect to the 100 mm Si/SiO 2 substrate. The spatial variation in deposition rate from each source resulted in a continuous thin film with composition gradient on the order of 1 atom % mm Composition and Structure Measurements and Analysis. For the (Bi−V−Fe)O x library, composition and structural measurements were acquired using a custom HiTp Xray fluorescence (XRF) and XRD setup incorporated into the bending-magnet beamline 1−5 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light source (SSRL) at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. A detailed description of the experiment is provided by Gregoire et al. 13 Briefly, using a monochromated 13.5 keV source in reflection scattering geometry with 1 mm 2 footprint on the sample, XRD and XRF data were acquired simultaneously using a Princeton Quad-RO 4320 and a Si drift detector coupled to an XIA digital signal processor, respectively. Measurements were taken on a square grid with 6 mm pitch and within a radius of 44 mm of the 100 mmdiameter library. Diffraction images were transformed into reciprocal space using calibration parameters derived from a LaB 6 standard and integrated down to powder patterns (intensity versus Q) using WxDiff software. 19 Background subtraction of the integrated XRD pattern was performed with a custom algorithm that models the background using cubic splines.
Single channel analyzers (SCAs) were used to record the Bi M, V K, and Fe K XRF intensities for each sample. A singlepoint calibration of the relative sensitivity factors of the SCA measurements was obtained using a separate composition measurement at substrate center, which was performed with an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm 2 energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS; Oxford Instrument, Concord, MA) detector on an FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, 15 keV electron beam). The absolute composition uncertainty for this EDS measurement is 10 atom %, and the XRF-determined relative compositions, which enable composition−property maps, have better than 1 atom % sensitivity. The accurate determination of sample compositions is supported by the excellent agreement between the stoichiometry of each of the three high-purity phases and the composition of the sample at which the highest purity is observed.
Constructing a phase map from the set of 177 XRD patterns was performed using a semiautomated approach. While supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms are being actively developed to enable automated phase mapping on combinatorial materials libraries, 20 we observed that the phase behavior was readily understood via manual inspection of the present data set, and we identified the presence of five phases by examining XRD data using the UDiscoverIt software package. 21 The crystal structures of these phases were identified by matching the XRD patterns of representative compositions with database patterns from the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD) using DIFFRAC.SUITE EVA software. By inspecting the ICDD patterns of these phases, we established a representative Bragg peak for each phase that was unique and distinguishing among the set of five phases. By definition of a Q-range in which only the representative peak exhibited finite scattering intensity, the peak intensity was calculated by performing a local integration of each XRD pattern, which was then scaled by the ICDD database value of the relative scattering intensity of the peak. This calculation produced the relative intensity of the five phases for each of the 177 composition samples, and subsequent normalization within each composition sample yielded the phase fractions.
Optical Characterization. Optical characterization of the (Bi−V−Fe)O x library was performed on a custom HiTp diffuse reflectance (DR) instrument built to analyze light absorbers on opaque substrates. The computer-automated experiment proceeded by translating the composition library below a spectrometer consisting of a 200 W Hg(Xe) lamp (Newport/ Oriel Apex) and an integrating sphere (Ocean Optics ISP-50-8-R-GT) that was fiber-coupled to a spectrometer (Spectral Products, Inc. SM303). 10 An absorbing plug was incorporated into the integrating sphere to exclude the specular reflection of the illumination that impinged the samples at 8°, and as a result the DR signal was comprised of light scattered beyond approximately 6.5°of the specular reflection and less than 44°from substrate normal. DR spectra were acquired on a square grid of 1521 positions in the (Bi−V−Fe)O x library with an integration time of 0.01 s per spectrum, and typically three spectra were averaged to produce the DR spectrum for each sample.
The optical spectra were converted into a property β that is proportional to absorption coefficient (α) using the Kubelka− Munk radiative transfer model, 22 as detailed in part 1 of this series. The normalized Tauc property was calculated as TP = (βhv) 1/n /max((βhv) 1/n ), where n is the Tauc exponent whose value is 1/2 for analysis of direct-allowed (DA) electronic transitions. The plots of DA Tauc property (TP DA ) vs photon energy (hν) were analyzed to estimate band gap using the Tauc analysis encoded into a constrained piecewise linear fitting algorithm, as described in part 1 of this series. We note that for discovery of photoabsorbers, IA transitions are of primary interest when the direct band gap is at substantially higher energy, in which case the significantly lower IA band gap can provide insight into composition-dependent phenomena such as band gap tuning. For the (Bi−V−Fe)O x library investigated in this work, we performed Tauc analysis of indirect-allowed (IA) transitions and did not observe an IA band gap more than 0.3 eV below the respective DA band gap, prompting our focus on DA band gaps in the present work. Figure 1a shows a white-light illuminated image of the (Bi−V− Fe)O x library in which several regions with distinct colors are observed. The region closest to the V source and extending toward the Fe source appears to alternate in color between green and red, a classic indication of thin film interference fringes. The region closest to the Bi source appears gray and colorless, and the most pronounced optical feature in the image is a bright yellow-colored region that vertically spans the center of the wafer, which has neighboring dull-yellow regions on either side.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The synchrotron XRD characterization of the (Bi−V−Fe)O x library yielded XRD patterns with excellent signal-to-noise, particularly due to the design of a scattering geometry that mitigated background signal from the Si/SiO 2 substrate. 17 and FeVO 4 are 0.73 and 0.44, respectively, and the lack of phase purity of these phases is expected since the composition library did not include the corresponding cation stoichiometries. For single-phase composition samples, the measured band gap energy can be directly associated with a phase. In multiphase regions of the composition library, structure−band gap relationships require more detailed interpretation, for which a dense sampling of optical measurements is beneficial.
Automated Tauc analysis of the 1521 TP DA spectra yielded a direct band gap estimation for 1069 samples, and for 179 of these TP DA spectra, a second direct band gap was also identified. We note that the identification of a DA band gap in these materials does not guarantee that they are direct-gap semiconductors, since a lower-energy, weakly absorbing indirect or forbidden transition may exist. As noted above, no indirect-allowed band gaps with energy in excess of 0.3 eV below E g DA were identified in the automated Tauc analysis. In Figure 3 To illustrate the band gap estimation and provide quantitative estimation of the band gap energy of each phase, several representative TP DA plots are shown in Figure 4 . Figure  4a demonstrates the band gap estimation for BiVO 4 , the most widely studied ternary oxide phase in this composition library. The band gap energy (E g DA = 2.5 eV) is in excellent agreement with the literature value, as is the identification of a slightly smaller IA band gap (see Figure S1 , E g IA = 2.44 eV), 18, 23 demonstrating the fidelity of our techniques. Figure 4b shows analogous analysis of Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 , for which a literature band gap energy could not be identified. Since the samples of Figure 4b correspond to a high phase purity of Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 with thin film compositions that closely match the stoichiometry of the phase, we report the direct band gap of this quaternary oxide to be E g DA = 2.7 ± 0.1 eV (uncertainty is reported based on the range of band gap values resulting from the Tauc analysis of the five samples with highest phase purity). 17 . Deconvolving these signals is particularly difficult since Bi 8 V 2 O 17 was not synthesized in high purity in this library, but we did not further pursue this band gap shift into the ultraviolet range, which is a departure from the primary range of interest for solar absorber applications. While the Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 phase has been studied for ionic conduction 24 and ferroelectric functionalities, 25 optical characterization has been lacking in the literature, and the direct band gap is near that of the well-studied BiVO 4 phase. 18 Figure 4d shows estimation of two band-gaps, E g,l DA = 2.5 eV and E g,h DA = 2.95 eV, for compositions in the two-phase region containing BiVO 4 and Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 . The identification of multiple band gaps from a single TP DA spectrum is a unique feature of our algorithm, and in this instance, we observe excellent agreement between the phase behavior and the identification of multiple band gaps. While the lower band gap energy matches that of BiVO 4 , the higher band gap is larger than the E g DA = 2.7 ± 0.1 eV value noted above for Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 . We note that the estimation of the higher band gap energy in a multiband gap sample has an intrinsically large uncertainty due to the convolution of the band gap absorption onset with the above-gap absorption of the lowerband gap phase. This example provides an important demonstration that high throughput optical characterization with appropriate data analysis can provide insight into the underlying phase behavior. Figure 4e shows TP DA spectra for two samples with approximately 44% phase fraction of FeVO 4 , which are from the composition region with the lowest band gap energies in the library. Given the correlation of phase fraction and identification of a band gap near 2.25 eV, this band gap energy is certainly related to the presence of FeVO 4 . The lack of a higher phase-purity sample in the library limits the robust identification of the band gap energy. Literature reports for the direct band gap of this phase vary between 2.4 and 2.7 eV.
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Subgap absorption similar to that seen in Figure 4e has been observed, 27 although we note that this absorption could also be from the BiVO 4 phase, which is also present in these samples. Overall, the observed structure−property relationships are in excellent qualitative and reasonable quantitative agreement with the literature.
For the V 2 O 5 -rich compositions of Figure 4f , the TP DA spectra contain multiple maxima and minima due to thin-film interference effects, and the exclusion of these samples from the band gap plot in Figure 3 illustrates the successful, automated identification of these spectra as lacking sufficient evidence of a direct-allowed optical transition. In addition to providing a powerful demonstration of highthroughput, combinatorial mapping of structure-dependent optical properties, the most important discovery from the data in 11 . It has been hypothesized that the positive dipole moment from BiO 4 units and the negative dipole moment from VO 6 units along with the layered structure provide enhanced electron and hole transport in Bi 4 V 2 O 11 . 29 In addition, substitution of Fe into the VO 6 motif could improve catalysis of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER, the anodic reaction in solar water splitting cells), similar to the increase in catalytic activity observed for substitution of Fe in NiO 6 motifs for Ni−Fe−O catalysts. 30 First principle calculations of Bi 4 V 2 O 11 demonstrated that the valence band maximum is dominated by O 2p states with slight contribution from Bi 6s states and that the conduction band minimum is mainly composed of V 3d and Bi 6p states, 29 which is consistent with the electronic structure of BiVO 4 . With a slightly larger band gap, we expect that Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 exhibits similar valence band and conduction band character. Given the rapid emergence of BiVO 4 and recent study of Bi 4 V 2 O 11 as OER photoelectrocatalysts, the incorporation of catalytic sites into the crystal structure, and the excellent optical properties, this work identifies Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 as a promising photoanode candidate for solar water splitting cells. We note that photoelectrochemical measurements were not possible in the present work since the materials were deposited onto an insulating substrate and that the optical properties of the phases reported could depend on processing conditions due to thin film effects such as strain and polycrystallinity. particular, BiVO 4 ; (3) illustrative examples of Tauc analysis in multiphase regions; and (4) successful automated flagging of low-absorption samples. The structure−band gap mapping revealed a direct band gap of 2.7 ± 0.1 eV for the thin-film quaternary oxide Bi 4 V 1.5 Fe 0.5 O 10.5 , a known multifunctional material that has now been identified as a promising optical and photoelectrochemical material. The rapid mapping of band gaps for higher-order composition spaces provides rapid access to relatively unexplored material spaces for a variety of applications, most notably light absorbers for renewable energy technologies. Such data sets also provide important data with necessary volume, velocity, variety, and veracity for the development of materials theory and informatics efforts, as envisioned by the Materials Genome Initiative. 
